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Solve Data Protection and Security Issues Amid Big Data,
Cloud and Unbridled Enterprise Growth
Executive Summary
The need to swiftly and expertly store and manage unstructured data has never been greater. Enterprise IT organizations are trying to solve really difficult business data issues, just as the digital universe hits vast growth spikes:
Massive and perpetual data storage increases are predicted.
Some organizations are looking for ways to effectively manage sensitive records or big data long into the future, while
others want opportunities to securely and smartly provide cloud services. Presumably, all organizations are looking for
ways to cost-efficiently archive and still manage the flood of unstructured data types in order to derive valuable business information and insight.
Tape backups of electronic files have typically been kept as a way to recover and restore from data loss or disaster.
With an ever-increasing list of corporate mandates, compliance requirements, and e-discovery and litigation inquiries, the ability to quickly search and retrieve stored data is crucial. However, as data volume continues to increase,
tape-based backup and restore is too time-consuming, and when quick search and access are required, tape is not
ideal. Ensuring the authenticity and completeness of large amounts of data and making it readily accessible to users
and applications means multifaceted data protection and security measures must be automated, transparent and
unceasing.
Hitachi Content Platform offers an intelligent answer to the unstructured data dilemma with an object storage system
designed to dynamically protect and secure content in perpetuity. Content Platform allows IT organizations and cloud
service providers to perform all essential data management tasks from a single system. With best-in-class virtualization and efficiency, and superior dexterity for managing archive content, Content Platform can contribute significantly
to reducing capital and operating expenditure (capex and opex) and data management complexity over the life of the
data.
This paper highlights the benefits of Hitachi Content Platform, and thoroughly examines data protection and security
must-haves for solving enterprise data challenges.
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Introduction
Alongside today's backdrop of hopeful global economic recovery, enterprises are trying to concentrate on competitive advantage and business innovation. IT organizations play an integral role in helping the enterprise achieve these
benefits. Being able to turn data into valuable information is critical to striking the right business chords. But how can
IT support these business goals amid the continual and unyielding turmoil of data growth?

Understand the Modern Data Growth Challenges
When it comes to cost-effectively managing data growth, IT decision-makers face an almost untenable myriad of
challenges. First, data storage growth is nothing short of relentless, especially with ever-increasing compliance and
retention requirements. Next, there is the dramatic change in the types of data needing to be managed, stored and
safeguarded. These types extend from rich content and e-discovery materials to media files and computer-generated
graphics. And, of course, there is the ever-present necessity to do much more with a lot less.
Enterprise organizations and cloud service providers alike are seeking ways to reduce the risk and cost of storing
and protecting data, usually while looking for greater IT agility and efficiency. With such large amounts of unstructured
data, these challenges can seem even more daunting. Unstructured content growth is accelerating at a phenomenal
rate: between 75% and 90% of the total data growth in a typical enterprise compared to traditional information or
structured content. A recent data point from analyst group IDC1 underscores just how fast: The amount of digital content created by individuals and businesses is projected to see a 5-fold growth between 2010 and 2020, reaching 40
zettabytes (ZB). To put this in context, 40ZB is equal to 57 times the number of every grain of sand on all beaches on
earth.
What about big data? The word "big" leaves ample room for interpretation, but what may be most important is how
to address the volume, velocity, variety and value of the data. Most enterprise customers today manage over 1PB of
storage, and exabytes are already emerging as near-future targets.
So how does an IT organization skillfully store, share, sync, protect, preserve, analyze and retrieve its magnitude of
growing file data? Compliance archiving of unstructured content, in particular, requires unique capabilities, many of
which can be found in object storage platforms. At their most basic level, object storage devices are responsible for
managing the storage of objects. An object is essentially a data container with at least 2 elements: data and metadata. Data is the file, the media image, the email, the presentation or spreadsheet. Metadata is arbitrary information
about that data. In some cases, the metadata might actually be more important than the data itself, such as a physician's notes about a patient image or a legal reference to a case file. When these data objects can be dispersed
across a set of physically discrete hardware elements and extend beyond the confines of a single data location, it is
known as distributed object storage.

An Intelligent Answer to the Unstructured Data Dilemma
Distributed object stores offer an intelligent evolution of data management, storage efficiency, data protection and
preservation, and security functions over traditional file storage. The result is superior agility for managing data. For IT
professionals, this can translate to greater reliability at the infrastructure level and enable data to be separated from
the applications at a content level. When data is free from their applications, administrators can more easily index,
search, access and govern it forever. Perhaps the future of IT lies in the information layer, where data is transformed
into valuable information and insight. This data might be structured or unstructured, historical or real time, and it may
reside in any location. Understanding and delivering value from data creates new and meaningful opportunities, fostering the coveted business innovation and competitive advantage.

1
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Hitachi Content Platform
Hitachi Content Platform (HCP) sets a new foundation for intelligent object storage. It is designed to address today's
grueling data storage, protection and security demands and adapt to tomorrow's unknown challenges. HCP is able
to readily evolve to changes in scale, scope, applications, storage, and server technologies over the life of the data.
In IT environments where data grows quickly or must live for years, decades or even indefinitely, these capabilities are
invaluable.
HCP is a distributed object storage solution allowing IT organizations and cloud service providers to perform all
essential data management tasks automatically in a single system. Hitachi object storage provides best-in-class virtualization and efficiency to reduce both opex and capex, as well as data management complexity.
The need for storage silos goes away, because the platform can support a wide range of applications on a single
physical cluster. HCP provides massive scale, multiple storage tiers, powerful security, cloud capabilities, broad protocol support, multitenancy and configurable attributes for each tenant, all backed by legendary Hitachi reliability.
Designed to reliably hold data for long durations, HCP carries built-in data protection mechanisms and is designed to
fluently evolve with storage technologies without the need for tape backup.
Supported by a thriving community of 3rd-party software partners and with access to a robust ecosystem of cloud
applications, HCP can address a wide range of challenges, including:

Flexible, Enterprise-Class Cloud
With robust, industry-leading capabilities, Hitachi Content Platform is well suited for the cloud storage space.
Infrastructure based on HCP becomes highly flexible to accommodate any cloud deployment model (public, private
or hybrid) and to simplify adoption of the cloud for both service providers and subscribers. The optional Hitachi Data
Ingestor (HDI) is an integrated cloud gateway for remote offices, branch locations and cloud storage service users.
It acts like a file server for users and applications, but offers elastic-scale and backup-free storage for IT. Essentially
a caching device, HDI provides local access to new and frequently used files, while the bulk of the data is stored
in HCP at the data center. This setup allows IT to extend their data center storage, data protection and staffing
resources beyond the 4 walls of the data center.
HCP provides secure, bandwidth-optimized data transport from edge to core to optimize cloud storage operations.
Multitenancy allocates physical, logical or virtual resources into tenants, which are isolated and inaccessible to one
another. Tenants can then be subdivided into tens of thousands of namespaces. This level of multitenancy enables
additional organization of content, more refined policies, and potent access control. HCP supports traditional protocols, such as NFS, SMB, SMTP, as well as multiple Web-based dialects of HTTP/REST.
These characteristics combine with massive scale, encryption, easy provisioning, chargeback measurement and
unparalleled dependability. Consequently, IT is able to easily transition from traditional IT to an IT services broker with
minimal disruption to existing applications and support for next-generation technologies. IT can deliver a wide range
of new services without compromising security, performance or control.

Secure, Simple and Smart File Sync and Share
The traditional means of sharing files are breaking down. Consider today's email attachments, content management
systems, copies on user devices, copies in backups and copies on file servers. All these data activities lead to inefficient storage and network utilization owing to massive content duplication and high cost for storage, backup and
data management. The limitations of older methods have led to the popularity of consumer cloud-based file synchronization and sharing (sync and share) tools.
These trends are causing problems for IT as end users generate and share more and more copies of data, exacerbating storage and network inefficiencies. Further, end users often store data in unsanctioned devices, applications
and clouds, which puts the data outside the control and governance of corporate IT. The answer is neither to ruthlessly enforce strict policies (end users will just find another workaround) nor to simply give up and turn data over to
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consumer clouds. The true solution is to deliver file sync and share from within IT. This approach enables users to
access data and to collaborate on any device, from any location, at any time. By using a private object storage-based
cloud, IT retains organizational oversight and assures that data stay safe and secure.
An option for HCP, Hitachi Content Platform Anywhere provides a fully integrated, on-premises solution for safe, secure file synchronization and sharing. Built from end-to-end by Hitachi Data Systems,
HCP Anywhere is hardened for the open Internet and designed with enterprise IT in mind. HCP
Anywhere uses the HCP object store as the private cloud storage to secure, preserve and protect
data, while making content available to the right users, anywhere they may go, on any device they
may have.

Benefits
Of HCP
Anywhere
LEARN MORE

Efficient, Backup-Free Archive
Backup has traditionally been the method for responding to potential data loss from disaster, corruption or accidental
deletions. For highly active data, backup remains the primary response. But for an organization's less active, more
static content, distributed object stores offer a better way to store and protect data, prevent data loss and reduce
cost.
Hitachi Content Platform helps IT organizations efficiently protect, preserve and retrieve data without the need for
backup. Tape backup has been the modus operandi for most organizations. Backing up to tape tends to be timeconsuming, platform-dependent, and not always reliable against data loss. Backup times are excessively lengthy and
the ability to eliminate unwanted or duplicate data is costly and complex. Furthermore, recovery and discovery from
tape media is slow and labor-intensive. Dealing with older generations of tape or proprietary legacy hardware can add
to operational costs and inherent risks.
To help IT regain and retain control, HCP provides high-density storage with built-in compression, single instancing
and support for a wide range of media. It supports flash media, enterprise and commodity disk, cloud services, spindown disks and removable media that consume no power and generate no heat. HCP delivers compliance-quality
data protection capable of eliminating the need for tape-based backup, with dynamic data protection, data integrity
checks, data retention enforcement. Its collection of advanced technologies targets the most important priorities for
preserving and protecting digital content.

Intelligent Structure for Unstructured File Data
Hitachi Content Platform also enables the separation of data from applications and storage media so that the content
can provide useful information now and long into the future. With HCP, organizations have access to metadata and
content search tools that enable more elegant and automated queries for faster, more accurate results. As a result, IT
gains a richer understanding of the stored content, the interrelationships of the objects, how to enable more intelligent
automation, and how to prepare for the rise of big data.

Protect and Secure Data for the Next Big Thing
For the enterprise, be it an IT organization or the cloud service provider, data protection and security are
monumentally important. IDC estimates that nearly half of all data being added to the "digital universe" annually
requires a greater measure of protection, privacy and security2. The bulk of predominantly unstructured data is
security-intensive, compliance-intensive or preservation-intensive, and it is steadily increasing, year over year.

2

IDC Digital Universe 2012
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The rise in data defense requirements stands in stark contrast to the reality of most IT budgets for additional personnel to meet the burden. This conflict leaves enterprises with a greater urgency to find a viable long-term storage
solution capable of outpacing the threats to data safety, without outpacing the budget.
Offering a welcomed change from the chaos, Hitachi Content Platform is extremely secure and efficient with a cohesive, comprehensive suite of data protection and security must-haves. HCP is readily able to store and protect at
scale, which is crucial to safeguarding all of the data all of the time for the business.

Data Protection Must-Haves
Hitachi Content Platform delivers a complete range of data protection essentials. It is a true backup-free platform that
protects content without the need for tape copies, using sophisticated data preservation technologies. The platform's
extensive features fully coordinate the protection of data integrity, privacy and availability.
How is HCP able to deliver on such lofty priorities? Unparalleled highly active data protection is built into the object
store for state-of-the-art retention, replication and self-healing.

Use of Proven RAID-6 Protection
RAID storage technology provides efficient protection from simple disk failures by combining multiple disk drive components into a logical unit. In this way, the data is distributed across the drives. Hitachi Data Systems has been a
pioneer of using RAID-6 technology in its storage systems to bolster data integrity and availability. Hitachi Content
Platform uses RAID-6 protection, with block-level striping and double distributed parity, to guard against dual drive
failures. A system primarily used for serving active data as quickly as possible would probably use replication.
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Use of Erasure Coding of Commodity Storage
HCP enables reliable use of less-expensive commodity disk storage and provides faster rebuilds for large data sets
compared to RAID rebuild times. While replicated systems are simpler to implement and can have lower latency and
rebuild costs, erasure-encoded systems require less disk space and hence have lower storage costs. A system primarily used for archiving would benefit from erasure coding.

Use of Both RAID and Erasure Coding
HCP with mixed use might benefit from a compromise, such as erasure coding with a small number of data fragments per object, depending on the relative importance of latency, reconstruction costs, and storage or maintenance
costs. Or, HCP could use both replication and erasure coding, moving objects from the former to the latter as they
are accessed less frequently.

Automatic Technology Refresh
Automatic technology refresh helps IT manage transitions from one set of hardware to another by automating the
required processes in a nondisruptive manner. In short, the system stops any new processes on the old device,
starts them on the new device, and migrates old data to the new device in the background. Once the migration is
complete, the old device can be taken out of service. This procedure helps administrators adopt new technologies to
optimize performance, change scale, reduce costs or whatever the situation may require as cost and complexity no
longer inhibits switching hardware.

Configurable Data Redundancy
Hitachi Content Platform was built to relieve concerns about data loss, with configurable redundant local object
copies. Dynamic data protection levels (DPL) provide high reliability with up to 4 replicas of the original data object.
For organization with highly sensitive or valuable data, the redundancy factor is indispensable.
Software mirroring is used to store data for each object in multiple locations on different nodes. The nodes are
grouped into protection sets so that all copies of the data for an object are stored in across the nodes within a single
set. This level of protection service automatically enforces required data redundancy. Maintaining replica copies helps
tolerate simultaneous points of failure. While the default is to maintain 2 redundant copies, storage administrators can
configure HCP settings for DPL 3 or DPL 4.

Metadata Protection Levels
Hitachi Content Platform uses configurable redundancy to protect valuable metadata, too. Metadata can be critically important in the overall value of data stored on HCP. Custom metadata enables faster, more accurate access of
content and provides meaningful information needed by IT to efficiently and intelligent process data. This is essential
for assigning the right object policies and being able to build and manage enormous unstructured data stores. The
Content Platform provides the industry's only integrated metadata query engine, which enables thorough data discovery and integrated search.
The metadata protection level (MDPL) is a system-wide setting that specifies the number of copies of metadata for
HCP to retain. As with DPL, the default for MDPL is 2 copies. A secondary copy of the metadata is created and
stored with each copy of the object data, but is managed independently. In the case that the original metadata is lost
or corrupted, it can be reconstructed by using the 2nd copy.

Content Validation
Data integrity refers to a verifiable guarantee that the data retrieved for a given name or ID is exactly the same data
that was stored using that name or ID. For data being stored over years or decades, content validation is an absolute
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must. Validation is normally accomplished by hashing the data using cryptographic hash algorithms. The hash function maps large data sets of variable length to smaller data sets of fixed length, returning what is known as hash
values or hashes.
HCP performs continuous data integrity checking and proactive data repair. Each data object has an ID or digital fingerprint that the hash algorithms use to compare it to other copies of the data. If there is any discrepancy or integrity
breach, HCP automates object repair to fully restore the original data object.

Perfect the Replicas
Progressive replication technology in Hitachi Content Platform helps to ensure reliability and performance requirements. In turn, IT is better equipped to support stringent recovery point objectives (RPO), recovery time objectives
(RTO), and service level agreements (SLAs). For these reasons, organizations often choose to create a bidirectional
replication environment where data is updated at multiple locations and replicated on each site.
By setting up a secondary HCP to serve as a replica of the primary system, IT can take advantage of the platform's
built-in replication service. Selected tenants and namespaces on the primary system are automatically copied to the
replica, along with the configuration information and namespace content. If the primary system were to fail, the replica
is capable of maintaining data availability and serving as a source for disaster recovery. HCP supports many-to-one
replication configurations, in which multiple HCP systems send data to a single replica. It also supports chain configurations, in which a single system replicates to a 2nd system, which in turn, replicates to a 3rd system.
Working at the Content Platform cluster level, applications and content on the primary system automatically failover
to the secondary site, and to designated additional sites where replicas exist. The replica provides transparent objectlevel restore, automatic read recovery and automatic object repair.
The ability to read from a replica is important for many reasons. For example, if an object or namespace cannot be
ready from the primary system because, say, a node is unavailable, the HCP cluster will make an automatic attempt
to read from the secondary site. If for some reason, the secondary site is not able to be read, HCP works in a chain
configuration to the tertiary replica, and so on. This process works when the namespace has the read-from replica
feature enabled and the object has already been replicated.

Object Versioning Protection
A chief mission of data protection is to prevent deletions or unintended changes before the retention period expires.
Creating versions of the data objects helps to accomplish this mission and eliminate data tampering. Data stored in
most object systems is fundamentally "write once, read many" (WORM). The object's unique identifier, that digital
fingerprint, guarantees its immutability. To modify an object, HCP allows a new, different object to be created from the
original. The original can then be assigned to be deleted or kept for versioning history. This versioning ability is critical to the backup-free HCP attributes as it allows past versions of a file to be recovered easily and in a self-service
manner by end users.

Content Security Must-Haves
Enterprises and cloud service providers are seeking a cohesiveness of security measures to avoid data breaches
and data leaks. Compromises in security can quickly lead to the accidental or unlawful destruction, loss, alteration,
access or unauthorized disclosure of protected data. Being able to explicitly guard against unauthorized access is
mission critical for any type of multitenant or governance situation. Hitachi Content Platform delivers granular, multilayer data access permission and authenticity, IP filtering technology, and Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) for HTTP/
WebDAV access and replication, and more.
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Retention
Explicit rules govern the length of time that data must be retained. This retention period can be extended but not
shortened. HCP addresses retention with WORM functionality to set the specified file retention period, either on an
object-by-object basis or by selecting related retention polices. Once the retention period has been met, the data files
can be deleted from the system.

Data Destruction
Disposing of business documents from storage systems must also follow certain edicts, such as ensuring that the
files are truly unrecoverable. HCP uses a digital shredding feature that overwrites the deleted files with a random pattern. This technique complies with the U.S. Department of Defense code 5520.22-M.
Data shredding actions can either be performed on individual objects or configured to adhere to the deletion governance policies in place. All delete actions are logged within HCP. Logs can be extracted by the system's auditing
mechanisms.

Authenticity
A request to guarantee of data's authenticity usually emerges during legal investigations or compulsory procedures.
The organization must be able to prove that documents have not been altered. HCP addresses this security requisite
with a digital signature for each incoming file. One of the following hashing algorithms creates the unique identifier:
MD5, SHA-1, SHA-256, SHA-384 or SHA-512. The digital signature for each object is periodically computed and
compared by Content Platform against the original value that was stored when the file was first archived.

Access Control and Auditing
What about provisions for controlling who has access to data stored on Hitachi Content Platform? IT organizations
and cloud service providers certainly want to ascertain data security authorization rights with regard to originals or
copies. Specific data is subject to strict security measures for both access and audit trails for proof of compliance.
HCP grants IT the control to set or restrict administrative access to individual IP addresses or a range of allowable
addresses.
Each access gateway on HCP has its own security mechanisms. HCP also uses an embedded firewall to protect all
of the ports not needed for the interfaces. Finally, the system logs significant events, such as object deletion, for audit
purposes.

Discovery
Ensuring quick access to business documents is a priority in discovery situations. In cases of federal or litigation
requests, an organization's email and other digital business documents would need to be produced within a specified
time frame. HCP uses metadata query mechanism, as well as an option for content search and indexing for 370 file
formats and 77 languages, to promptly meet these challenges. These advanced capabilities enable rapid location of
documents related to keywords, file properties and custom metadata.

Encryption
Data encryption is now integral to today's business processes as a means of ensuring privacy of sensitive or protected information. Strong encryption is a powerful element of data security practices for offering effective, continuous
protection of data. Hitachi Content Platform supports data-at-rest encryption for seamless encryption and decryption of data on the repository's physical volumes. All HCP encryption methods adhere to the U.S. National Security
Agency-approved Advanced Encryption Standard algorithm before being written to disk. For reads, the data is
decrypted and presented back to the requestor in its original format.
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Data-at-rest encryption prevents unauthorized access to the stored data, and is managed automatically and transparently to users and applications. The encryption key is generated at the time of system installation and is stored
internally to prevent any external encryption key management schemes. The internal encryption key is broken into a
number of pieces and distributes among HCP nodes. In the event that a disk or a node was stolen, the data would
be entirely unreadable.

Achieve Business Value With Hitachi Content Platform
Hitachi Content Platform has been designed to equip IT organizations and cloud service providers with a necessary
arsenal of data protection and security capabilities. Now, let's examine the business values associated with HCP
implementation.

Less Is Actually More
The IT mandate to accomplish more with less has its virtues, and its headaches. Organizations are asked to manage
more data and meet more requirements with the same or fewer resources. HCP diminishes the pain and proves that
innovation can come full circle in these demanding times, with best-in-class features to support IT mandates.
So when is less actually more? How about when there is less strain on primary storage and more cost efficiencies?
Or when there is less backup and overhead, and more reliability? And when there is less complexity and risk with
more flexibility to manage data? Less opex and capex mean more overall cost efficiencies and improvements to
the bottom line. Less power, cooling and floor space consumption can mean more energy conscious and socially
responsive contributions.
As an integral part of the Hitachi file, content and cloud portfolio, HCP delivers on this wealth of benefits by doing
more with less.

Archive First
Historically, archives have been passive repositories of backup and recovery data. The focus was more on data protection for recovery from data loss or disaster, not on rapid retrieval or frequent restores. HCP is a disk-based active
archival system capable of managing data that remains readily available online. A single online repository with open,
standards-based archiving management, HCP requires no compromise on data integrity. It alleviates the traditional
practice of siloed archival solutions to support a variety of applications, protocols and fixed content. It also performs
deduplication and compression on stored data, and can store idle content on spin-down disk or even removable
media.
To further control data size, HCP uses data deduplication and compression. These data reduction tactics eliminate
unnecessary copies and reduce the amount of storage used for a given piece of content. As new objects are written
to the object store, the content is compared with similar objects. Then, any unnecessary duplicate data is removed
or compressed to save space. This capability combines with selective replication (where administrators can decide
what data to replicate) to reduce the amount of data at replica sites and conserve precious replication bandwidth.
Controlling the overall amount of storage consumed on the object store and any of its replica systems streamlines
failover to secondary systems and recovery of primary systems once the failure is repaired.
Ensuring data retrieval for perpetuity, the active archive helps to greatly reduce business disruption and costs for
meeting internal mandates or conducting audits and legal discovery. Other benefits of archiving first include:
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■■

Lower overall storage costs.

■■

Reduce load on primary storage by at least 40%.

■■

Control growth with compression, data deduplication and data disposal.

■■

Require less time and resources.

■■

Minimize licensing and management costs, complexity and backup by up to 75%.
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Back Up Less
Hitachi Content Platform is designed as a backup-less solution that simply erases the customary accumulation of
backup infrastructure and associated constraints. Because organizations are often required to lengthen retention
periods for some stored content, data durability and data reduction have become prevailing priorities. Since data
deduplication and compression helped to reduce storage consumption, they also minimize the amount of data to be
stored and replicated. HCP then applies highly reliable replication technologies and dynamic data protection levels to
provide organizations the opportunities to:
■■

Streamline backup, reclamation and restore operations up to 60%.

■■

Increase reliability with more than a 24x improvement in RPO.

■■

Increase reliability with more than a 30x improvement in RTO.

Consolidate More
While consolidation strategies are nothing new for fighting accelerated data storage growth, they have often been
hindered by a lack of security or flexibility. HCP provides a massively scalable multitenant object storage environment
with all the benefits of consolidation and none of the pitfalls of inadequate data security or integrity. Configurable
levels of service for tenants and namespaces accommodate multiple use cases within a single HCP cluster. This
spreads cost-efficiencies across numerous applications, workloads and cloud or distributed environments. Some
obvious benefits of consolidation on HCP include:
■■

Eliminates storage silos and sprawl.

■■

Reduces storage complexity by 50% or more.

■■

Can defer capex for higher tiered storage.

■■

Supports multiple protocols, multiple storage tiers and applications.
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Spotlight: How the U.S. National Archive Innovates With Information
An excellent example of more-capability-less-limitation innovation is happening at the U.S. National
Archive and Records Administration (NARA), which relies on Hitachi Content Platform to enable
its “archive of the future.” NARA is responsible for keeping the U.S. national records, including the
Declaration of Independence, the Constitution, and the Bill of Rights. With the explosion of digital
records, NARA has been building an electronic records archive (ERA) to safeguard and preserve many
million, and growing, numbers of electronic records. NARA must plan for accommodating researchers
and citizens long into the future who will want to discover and retrieve these government records.
The ERA repository is based on a cloud-like, content depot architecture solution that includes Hitachi
Content Platform. So far, the endeavor has entailed a massive ingestion of content exceeding 1 exabyte
of storage capacity. Content Platform is helping provide a path to merge the operational needs of today
and the cloud business requirements for the future.
“NARA now has electronic archiving that will capture electronic information, regardless of format, save it
permanently, and make it accessible on future generations of hardware and software.”
—Sean Murphy, ERA Program Director, Lockheed Martin, NARA Project Service Integrator

Benefits for Enterprise IT and Big Data
Enterprise strategies that include Hitachi Content Platform will moderate risk, complexity and cost related to longterm data storage. Architected for big data and built to accommodate billions of files and objects, HCP facilitates
continuous searchability and accessibility of data.
Besides scalability and longevity capabilities for archived data, the enterprise also gains unparalleled resiliency. HCP
handles nondisruptive growth and movement of big data volumes across technology generations. Big data is not
likely to be moved much, but in the unlikely event of failure, HCP uses advanced procedures and failsafes to prevent
data loss or disruptions. Enterprises can also expect:
■■

Simplified management and greater distribution of IT efficiencies.

■■

Increased e-discovery and compliance proficiency.

■■

Greater control over data policies, authorization and access.

■■

Lower total cost of ownership.

Benefits for Cloud Service Providers
Hitachi Content Platform, in its role as an online data repository, truly supports the growing cloudenabled market. HCP supplies large-scale multitenancy and data segregation, with thousands of
tenants and namespaces, each of which can be uniquely configured. High density, massive scale
and unparalleled expandability enable service cloud providers to grow the business with subscriber
demand.

Lab
Validation
Report
READ MORE

The full suite of cloud-focused functionality in HCP creates a very nimble and versatile tool for providing the services
most requested by today's cloud customers. With multiple REST interfaces, such as the REST API, HCP is able to
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diminish latencies and firewall complexities, and boost efficiencies and reduce overhead needs. Secure and granular
by nature, the Hitachi object store provides additional benefits for cloud, including:
■■

Lower opex, with simpler management, built-in data protection and support for a wide range of media.

■■

Usage metering, to allow easy chargebacks, subscriber transactions and reporting.

■■

Low-touch system, which includes self-monitoring, self-management and self-healing automation.

■■

Lower energy consumption, with high-density nodes and reduced power, cooling and floor space requirements.

Finals Notes of Consideration
Data is the essence of most any enterprise, but information is what enables an organization to function, to move, to
grow. Keeping data preserved and secure in ways that will always generate valuable business information and drive
innovation with information is what Hitachi Content Platform is all about.
Helping to solve today's challenges around scale, protection and security, Hitachi Content Platform is equally prepared to provision and support what's next in enterprise IT, big data and cloud. For more information, please visit
www.HDS.com.
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